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Figure 1: Illustration of our fluorescent specular microfacet surface model. The farthest on the left is a gold snail shell object. The other
three objects are coated with QDs which result in fluorescence. The parameters of the QD coatings are Radius: R = 5 nm (red) R = 2 nm
(blue) andR= 3 nm (green), Quantum Yield: Q = 0.8, Standard Deviation : δλ = 15 nm and Density : ρ = 0.5.

Abstract
Fluorescent appearance of materials results from a complex light-material interaction phenomenon. The modeling of fluorescent
material for rendering has only been addressed through measurement or for simple diffuse reflections, thus limiting the range
of possible representable appearances. In this work, we introduce and model a fluorescent nanoparticle called a Quantum Dot
(QD) for rendering. Our modeling of the Quantum Dots serves as a foundation to support two physically based rendering
applications. First a fluorescent volumetric scattering model and second, the definition of a fluorescent specular microfacet
scattering model. For the latter, we model the Fresnel energy reflection coefficient of a QD coated microfacet assuming specular
fluorescence, thus making our approach easily integrable with any microfacet reflection model.

CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Reflectance modeling;

1. Introduction

Light-matter interaction is a complex phenomenon that can yield
a wide range of material appearances. Fluorescence is one such
phenomenon. Simply put, an incident photon is absorbed by a
molecule, one of the valence electrons of the molecule’s electronic
cloud is promoted to a higher energy state. The release of this ab-
sorbed energy can take multiple forms. One of them, called pho-
toluminescence, is a radiative process where a photon is emitted
by the molecule at a different - usually longer - wavelength. When
the electron keeps the same spin, the phenomenon, named fluo-
rescence, occurs nanoseconds after the absorption. So far, render-

ings of fluorescence are restricted to measured models [HHA∗10]
or diffuse reflection models [WWLP06, JHMD18]. We propose to
reduce this restriction by introducing a microfacet based fluores-
cence model.

In this work, we first strive to establish a physically based ren-
dering framework to render Quantum Dots (QDs). QDs are semi-
conductor nanoparticles that possess strong fluorescent properties,
namely a high absorption in the Ultraviolet (UV) range and a
high Quantum Yield (QY) i.e. a high conversion rate between ab-
sorbed and reemitted photons, and a narrow emission spectrum.
QDs are the underlying basis for many applications like light-
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emitting diodes, biological cell marking and tracking or solar panel
coating and are under intensive research effort [YTC∗23,CLZ∗23].
The unique properties of those nanocrystals derive from their
nanometer-scale radius and call upon quantum physics laws of
light-material interaction for rendering materials containing QDs.

Our QD framework supports two applications. First is the def-
inition of an absorption and an emission spectrum for fluorescent
volumetric rendering. Second, that we believe to be the strongest
contribution of this paper, is the derivation of a fluorescent mi-
crofacet specular scattering model. Indeed, microfacet models are
widely used to render specular surfaces. Nonetheless, to date, no
model has been derived to simulate fluorescent specular reflection.
To render specular fluorescence with our QD model, we simulate
the behavior of the surface when sparsely coated with QDs. This
coating is modeled as a monolayer of QDs placed on top of the sur-
face. More precisely, we consider how this thin film modifies the
Fresnel coefficients of the underlying surface and results in fluores-
cence. This leads to a new Bispectral Bidirectional Reflection and
Reradiation Distribution Function (BBRRDF) for rough specular
fluorescent surfaces. We can underline here that considering specu-
lar fluorescence is a simplifying assumption of the QD fluorescence
behavior. This new analytical BBRRDF has adjustable physical pa-
rameters to control fluorescence appearance. We study the correct-
ness of our model, validate it with available measured data, evaluate
the influence of its parameters and demonstrate its application for
rendering fluorescent volumes and material surfaces.

The contribution of our work is threefold:

• A rendering model for QDs nanoparticles.
• An analytical, physically based, absorption and emission func-

tion for fluorescent volume rendering.
• An analytical, physically based, BBRRDF for microfacet scat-

tering models.

The paper is organized as follows. First we offer an overview of
the state of the art in fluorescent material rendering, QD physics,
and thin film surface coating rendering. Then, we lay out the theo-
retical background on which our work is based. Afterward, we de-
scribe our QD model for fluorescent volume rendering followed by
the derivation of our BBRRDF model for fluorescent specular mi-
crofacet rendering. Finally, we investigate the validity of our model,
we study the influence of the parameters on our model and demon-
strate its applicability to rendering.

2. Previous Work

Photoluminescence When an object absorbs an electromagnetic
wave it reaches a state of higher energy. One of the ways it can
discharge that extra energy is by radiating light. If the discharge oc-
curs immediately after the excitation, with no change in the spin of
the electrons, then this phenomenon is called fluorescence [Lak06].
Most of the time, the emitted radiation is of lower energy than the
absorbed one. The wavelength shift between the highest intensity
of the absorption and emission spectrum is called the Stokes shift.
The rare event of higher emitted energy compared to the absorbed
energy corresponding to the Anti-Stokes shift is not addressed here.

As described below, fluorescent rendering is a complex prob-
lem that has been approached in two different ways. The first is

the modeling of the reflection of fluorescent surfaces, which is the
scope of the present work. The second, focuses on finding solutions
to integrate fluorescent materials into a rendering algorithm.

Fluorescent materials. There have been two ways to characterize
the fluorescence of a surface. One is by defining an emission and an
absorption spectrum [JHMD18], the other uses a re-radiation ma-
trix [HFW21]. This re-radiation matrix expresses how much light
is converted from the input to the output wavelength for each in-
put output wavelength configuration. Some works have focused on
measuring [HHA∗10] and compressing [HFW21, HTFW22] this
re-radiation matrix which has the drawback of presenting a high
memory overhead. In a milestone work, Hullin et al. [HHA∗10]
provided an adequate mathematical definition of the BBRRDF,
which includes the reflection and the emission of light by a photo-
luminescence surface. Some research efforts have focused on find-
ing a physically plausible analytical model for diffuse BBRRDFs.
The diffuse model presented by Jung et al. [JHMD18] is simple,
general and has successfully been applied to spectral upsampling
[JWH∗19]. Wilkie et al. [WWLP06] use a microfacet model to fit
the diffuse behavior of a fluorescent surface observed during their
experiment, which limits its general application. In contrast, in this
work we first strive to create an analytical model for the behav-
ior of a fluorescent nanoparticle applied to fluorescent volumetric
scattering and to specular scattering by a rough surface modeled
by a distribution of microfacets. Other works have strived to model
fluorescent and phosphorescence effects for specific materials like
ocean water or concentrators [Gla95, CS04, BHD∗08, NSR17].

Fluorescent renderer. This second category of work is orthog-
onal to the previous one. The goal is the derivation of a render-
ing framework that can handle fluorescent scattering events. In-
deed, fluorescence materials can lead to a wavelength shift in the
light path, thus precautions need to be taken to simulate the light
transport properly. Wilkie et al. [WTP01] have created a frame-
work that can handle both fluorescence and polarization. Sev-
eral improvements have been made since. Volumetric scattering
with proper distance sampling for fluorescence events [MFW18]
has been studied and bidirectional integrators have been defined
[JA18, JHD20, GSMA08].

QD semiconductor nanoparticles. QD is a technology which
attracts attention for its many applications. It has many advan-
tages compared to fluorescent dyes. QDs have a high absorption
in the non-visible UV wavelength range. In addition, QDs ex-
hibit both a narrow emission spectrum, making its detection eas-
ier, and a high Quantum Yield. As such, they have been studied
from both a chemistry and physics standpoint, and have found ap-
plications in many photonics technologies. In chemistry, the ab-
sorption and emission spectra of various QDs have been mea-
sured and empirical models describing their behavior as a func-
tion of their size or their molecular composition have been de-
rived [LWMB02, BCNES05, YGC∗19, GdlG09]. In physics, many
works have investigated QD to understand and derive the funda-
mental interactions which explain their specific behavior. In pio-
neer works, Brus [Bru84,Bru86] has derived the physical equations
which govern QD physics. Other works [Ken18, Ste57, VRS54]
have also greatly contributed to the physical study of fluorescence.
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We will present some of the results obtained by physics research in
Section 3 as they constitute the foundation layer of our work.

Thin film coated surfaces. Rendering thin film coated surfaces
has been the focus of several works [HKYM01, BP20, Sun06,
SW08]. They use different methods or different approximations in
either the number of internal reflections or the number of layers.
The case of one layer thin film has been studied by Belcour and
Barla [BB17] to render iridescence. Their model provides a fast and
reliable way to perform spectral integration, enabling RGB irides-
cence rendering while avoiding spectral aliasing. Dhillon [Dhi21]
also renders iridescence for periodic nanostructures obtained from
scanned measurement. All those works try to account for the wave
effects of light when interacting with a thin film. It is not the scope
of our work. Instead, and this is a novelty of our approach, we
are focusing on the energy transfers between the incident light,
the nanoparticle and the underlying surface. To model these in-
teractions, we resort to a thin film but we discard the interference
wave effects to only account for energy coefficients. Our approach
is closer to some other lines of work trying to model the influ-
ence of non-fluorescent nanoparticle coating on a surface. Vynck
et al. [VPA∗22] model the behavior of silicon nanoparticles on a
surface. They derive a framework to account for the diffuse behav-
ior of the particles, extending the work of Garcia et al. [GVGRB12]
which simulated a similar situation without accounting for the dif-
fuse scattering. Obviously, the configuration of their model is very
different from ours as the size of their particle is much greater than
ours and does not possess any fluorescent properties. As our parti-
cles are extremely small, we can discard the diffuse component of
their scattering [GVHPTS13], only focusing on the specular com-
ponent. Another work [SDHG16] derived their own BRDF for sur-
faces coated with small nanoparticles, with the constraints of ensur-
ing exact energy equilibrium and reversibility of light propagation.
In contrast, our work focuses on accounting for fluorescence which
is an asymmetric event since a wavelength shift occurs along the
lightpath, thus necessitating different precautions to ensure energy
conservation. Also, we are not aiming to define a full new BRDF,
but to derive a new Fresnel coefficient for a QD layered microfacet
BRDF model to transform it into a BBRRDF, making our approach
adaptable to various BRDF formulations.

3. Background

We start by presenting the fundamental theory on QD resulting
from previous research which forms the foundations of our model.
Mainly, we present two fundamental quantities. First is the analyt-
ical expression of the QD threshold wavelength λQD representing
the threshold after which the QD does not absorb light. The second,
is the expression of the Stokes shift Sλ representing the wavelength
shift from the threshold wavelength λQD to the peak of the emission
spectrum. All used notations are listed in Table 1. Example values
are provided for Cadmium Selenide (CdSe) Quantum Dots as it is
one of the most studied types of QDs.

3.1. Hypotheses

Our work uses several hypotheses. First, we only consider the
Stokes shift and leave out the rare Anti-Stokes shift event. There-

Notation Parameter Value

EGap Gap Energy (J) 2.8e−19

ECoulomb Coulomb Energy (J) /
EConfinement Confinement Energy (J) /
e Elementary charge (C) 1.6e−19

h Plank constant (J.s) 6.63e−34

c Light speed (m.s−1) 3.0e8

kB Boltzmann constant (J.K−1) 1.38e−23

me Electon mass (kg) 1.18e−31

mh Hole mass (kg) 4.09e−31

ε0 Vacuum permittivity (F.m−1) 8.85e−12

εr Relative permittivity 5.8
T Temperature (K) 293
R QD Radius (nm) [1,5]
λ Wavelength (nm) [300,800]
δλ Standard deviation (nm) 15
Sλ Stokes Shift (nm) /
λQD Threshold wavelength (nm) /
A(λ) Absorption spectra /
E(λ) Emission spectra /
R Energy Reflection Coefficient [0,1]
G Gaussian function /
L Logistic function /
Λ Logistic function primitive /
V QD volume (m3) /
mQD QD’s refractive index /
nQD Real part of mQD /
kQD Imaginary part of mQD /
f Local field factor /
σ

Ray
sca Rayleigh scattering cross section /

σ
Ray
abs Rayleigh absorption cross section /

σabs Total absorption cross section /
σem Total emission cross section /
Q Quantum Yield [0,1]
ρ Coating density of QD [0,1]

Table 1: Variables and notations used throughout this work. The
values are given for a CdSe QD

fore, the peak of the emission spectrum is always at a longer wave-
length than that of the absorption spectrum. Second, we regard the
wavelength dependent permittivity of the QD’s to be independent
of the QD size. We also assume that the QDs are in the strong con-
finement regime meaning that their size is smaller than the Bohr
radius. The QDs are assumed spherical and all perfectly identical,
thus omitting inhomogeneous broadening considerations. We will
call upon those hypotheses in due time and introduce some others
along with the related notions.

3.2. Threshold wavelength

To derive the mathematical expression of the threshold wavelength
of the absorption spectrum, we need to describe the minimum
possible energy of an absorbed photon EAbsorption. QDs are semi-
conductor nanocrystals. Like traditional bulk semiconductors, they
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possess a conduction band and a valence band, the latter being filled
with electrons. Those bands are separated by an energy gap EGap
which depends on the QDs atomic composition. If a photon with an
energy higher than the energy gap arrives on the semiconductors, it
can be absorbed. An electron of the valence band will then be ex-
cited and promoted to the conduction band leaving a hole in the va-
lence band. The electron-hole pair, possessing a negative and pos-
itive elemental charge respectively, is called an exciton. Because
they possess electronic charges, the interaction between the parti-
cles of the exciton can be expressed with Coulomb potential energy
denoted ECoul. QDs have some special properties compared to the
classic bulk semiconductors. The diameter of a QD is extremely
small, only a few nanometers. The exciton is thus confined to a very
small space. According to quantum mechanics theory, this configu-
ration can be described as a particle in an infinite potential well. The
solution to the Schrödinger equation under such conditions tells us
that the confinement of the exciton within the nanocrystal results in
some additional energy denoted EConf.

Thus the resulting minimum energy of the photon to interact with
the QD is given by:

EAbsorption = EGap +ECoul +EConf (1)

with

ECoul =
−1.8e2

4πε0εrR
and EConf =

h2(me +mh)

8R2memh
(2)

Equation 2 is called the Brus equation [SZS∗19]. From here we
can deduce the threshold wavelength of the QD using de Broglie
relationship:

λQD =
hc

EAbsorption
(3)

We have now obtained the maximum threshold wavelength λQD
for the absorption of the QD. We can observe that λQD varies with
the radiusR of the QD, in other words the larger the Quantum Dot,
the longer is the threshold wavelength. Having defined λQD, we can
now derive the expression for the Stokes shift.

3.3. Absorption and Emission Spectra

The absorption spectrum of the QD can be divided into two com-
ponents. The first part is the bulk absorption that results from the
molecular composition of the QD. This absorption spectrum, which
is derived in the next section, has a cut-off wavelength of λQD
due to the quantum confinement. The second part of the absorp-
tion occurs around the threshold wavelength. It is called the quan-
tum absorption and is denoted as AQD(λ). As shown in previous
work [TIS∗20, TGSR22], the quantum absorption can be modeled
by a Gaussian function centered on λQD. The standard deviation
of the Gaussian depends on the homogeneous broadening of the
Quantum Dot but is usually very small - around 15 nm - creating
a narrow absorption peak around λQD. The QD emission spectrum

denoted EQD(λ) can also be modeled by a Gaussian function with
a center around λQD + Sλ, where Sλ is the Stokes shift. So we can
express the quantum absorption and emission spectrum as follows:

AQD(λ)∝ exp

(
−
(λ−λQD)

2

δ2
λ

)
(4)

EQD(λ)∝ exp

(
−
(λ−λQD−Sλ)

2

δ2
λ

)
(5)

Leveraging the Kennard–Stepanov relationship [Ken18] which
provides an analytical expression for the ratio of the quantum ab-
sorption spectrum over the emission spectrum, the Stokes shift can
be expressed as [TR15]:

Sλ =
hc

kBT
δ

2
λ

λ2
QD

(6)

At this point, we would like to highlight some immediate out-
comes. First, we can see that two parameters control the wave-
length around which the emission spectrum is centered: the radius
R of the QD and the standard deviation δλ of the absorption and
emission Gaussian distributions. While the standard deviation of
the emission spectrum is normally a fixed physical property, it can
easily be modified as an artist parameter in a rendering context.
Second, modeling the emission and absorption spectra as Gaussian
distributions is a common approach in Optics literature consistent
with the physical measurements [TIS∗20].

Using this background and these expressions we now proceed to
derive a model for the bulk absorption in order to fully represent
the absorption spectrum.

4. Our model

We describe fluorescence using an absorption and an emission
spectrum. It can easily be converted to a re-radiation matrix if need
be. We articulate our model in two components. The first is the
application of our QD framework to fluorescent volumetric scatter-
ing. The second part is dedicated to the derivation of our fluorescent
specular microfacet reflection model.

4.1. Volumetric Absorption and Emission

A QD is a semiconductor nanoparticle of radius ranging from 1 to 5
nanometers, thus they are very small compared to the visible light
wavelength (380− 780 nm). As such, they fall within Rayleigh’s
approximation for small particle absorption and scattering, whose
scattering and absorption cross sections are given by [LWMB02]:

σ
Ray
sca (λi)=

24π
3V 2

λ4
i

∣∣∣ m2
QD−m2

env

m2
QD +2m2

env

∣∣∣ σ
Ray
abs (λi)=

4πnenvkQD| f |2V
λi

(7)
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where V is the volume of a QD given by 4
3 πR3, kQD is the imag-

inary part of the QD’s complex refraction index noted mQD, and
nenv is the real part of the environment complex index of refrac-
tion menv. kQD, nenv, mQD and menv are functions of the incoming
wavelength λi. f is the local field factor given by:

f =
3m2

env

m2
QD +2m2

env
(8)

Because of the small radius of the QD compared to the wave-
length of interest, the V 2

λ4 factor in the scattering cross section ex-
pression makes it very small compared to the absorption cross sec-
tion. Thus we can neglect scattering from any further consideration.

As mentioned earlier, the absorption spectrum of a QD has a
Gaussian distribution, that we denote G, around the cut-off wave-
length. We model the total absorption cross section σabs by com-
bining Rayleigh’s absorption with the quantum absorption defined
in Section 3.3 in the following manner:

σabs(λi) =

σ
Ray
abs (λi)+

1
2 βG(λi,λQD,δλ) if λi ≤ λQD

3
2 βG(λi,λQD,δλ) otherwise

(9)

with β = σ
Ray
abs (λQD)

The β coefficient ensures the continuity of the spectrum at λQD.
Plots of the absorption spectra are shown in Section 5.1. Now that
we have established an expression for the absorption cross section,
we next derive one for the emission cross section due to the pho-
toluminescence of the QD. As a first step, we approximate the
Gaussian shape of the emission spectrum by a logistic distribu-
tion [CBTB15]. The latter has two benefits, the logistic function
is easy to sample and is analytically integrable. The integral of the
logistic function is denoted Λ and its expression is detailed in Ap-
pendix A. The emission cross-section is:

σem(λo) = γL(λo,λQD +Sλ,
δλ

2
) (10)

Where γ is a scaling coefficient ensuring conservation of energy.

Energy is conserved if the total emitted energy over the spectrum
is lower than the total absorbed energy over the spectrum. We can
ensure that the probability of a photon being re-emitted due to flu-
orescence over the mean free path is less than the probability of a
photon being absorbed over the same distance. In other words, the
integral of the emission cross section over the spectrum needs to be
less than the integral of the total absorption cross section over the
spectrum.

∫ λmax

λmin

σem(λo)dλo ≤
∫ λmax

λmin

σabs(λi)dλi (11)

We can write the integral of the emission cross section over the

spectrum as: ∫ λmax

λmin

σem(λo)dλo = γ I (12)

with

I = Λ(λmax,λQD +Sλ,
δλ

2
)−Λ(λmin,λQD +Sλ,

δλ

2
) (13)

Then the inequality in Equation 12 becomes:

γ I ≤
∫ λmax

λmin

σabs(λi)dλi (14)

To find the final value of γ, we use a physical parameter called the
Quantum Yield (QY) denoted Q. This parameter ranges from 0 to
1 and represents the effectiveness of the conversion of an absorbed
photon into a re-emitted photon. A QD generally exhibits QY val-
ues around 80% which is very high among fluorescent materials.
We can now write a final expression for γ:

γ =
Q
I

∫ λmax

λmin

σabs(λi)dλi (15)

We have now derived the absorption and emission coefficients
for fluorescent volumetric rendering. They compose the first part
of our framework. Renderings are presented in Section 6.2. In the
following section we present the second part of our model, which
is a specular microfacet fluorescence BBRRDF model.

4.2. Microfacet BBRRDF

In the following section we define a new BBRRDF model for spec-
ular fluorescence microfacet reflection. To do so, we calculate a
new Fresnel coefficient that makes our approach adaptable to vari-
ous BRDF formulations, and allows us to extend their formulation
to support fluorescence. In a stepwise fashion, we start by intro-
ducing the configuration for our model in Section 4.2.1. Then we
define the optical properties of the thin film representing the QD
coating (Section 4.2.2). Finally, in Section 4.2.3, we derive a new
Fresnel coefficient by studying how the thin film affects the reflec-
tion properties of the underlying material.

4.2.1. Model Configuration

Let us consider a non-magnetic rough surface with a complex re-
fractive index msub which can be described by a distribution of mi-
crofacets. We will refer to this surface as substrate. Let us add on
top of this substrate a monolayer of perfectly identical spherical QD
nanoparticles, randomly distributed with a density ρ varying from
0 to 1. If the density is 0, there is no QD on the surface, if ρ = 1, the
surface is entirely coated with QDs. We investigate how the QD’s
coating of the microfacet surface modifies the Fresnel coefficients
of the substrate. The situation is illustrated in Figure 2.

It is important to note here that we are only interested in the
specular response of the QD nanoparticles and we will not consider
the diffuse behavior. This assumption is valid because the QDs are
very small compared to the incident light wavelength. Indeed, in
this case, the energy of the diffuse reflection is much lower than
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Figure 2: Illustration of the nanometer scale fluorescent mate-
rial. QDs are nanoparticles considered identical and spherical.
They are coated on the substrate as a monolayer with variable den-
sity. The geometry of the surface can be described by a microfacet
BRDF.

the specular reflection energy [GVHPTS13]. As for the re-emitted
energy, it has been shown that QD coated surfaces can be care-
fully designed to mainly reemit in the specular reflection direction
- about 85% - and a little in the retro-reflection direction [CVT∗10].
We will only model the main reflected contribution. As such, within
the microfacet reflection model, we can consider that the addition
of the QDs only modifies the energy of the reflected light, not its
direction. Thus, we solely contemplate the Fresnel term of the mi-
crofacet model.

To calculate the new Fresnel coefficients of the coated substrate,
we assimilate the discrete coating of QD nanoparticles to a contin-
uous thin film [SDHG16, GVHPTS13]. This thin film of thickness
equal to the diameter of the QDs is placed above the substrate, the
two being separated by an infinitely thin layer of the environment
medium. This configuration illustrated in Figure 3 will be used to
model the multiscattering events between the substrate and the QD
nanoparticles. The physical properties of the thin film will be de-
scribed as a function of the density of nanoparticles ρ.

Figure 3: Illustration of our modeling of the QD-coated fluores-
cent material. Left is the representation of the physical situation.
Right is our model of the material where the continuous thin film
serves as a representation of the discrete QD coating.

4.2.2. Thin film Reflection and Transmission

To derive the energy reflection and transmission coefficients of the
thin film, we consider the monolayer of QDs placed in the environ-

ment medium without any substrate. In which case, the coefficients
for the s and p polarized reflection can be expressed as [WBST99]:

rs
spe(θ,λ) =

−α(θ,λ)Ss(θ,λ)

1+α(θ,λ)
rp

spe(θ,λ) =
−α(θ,λ)Sp(θ,λ)

1+α(θ,λ)
(16)

α(θ,λ) =
ρλ

2

2π2R2n2
env cos(θ)

(17)

Where ρ is the density of QDs, θ the incident angle, R the radius
of the QDs. Ss, Sp and S0 are the amplitude scattering coefficients
for a single particle which can be expressed as [BH08]:

Ss = S0 =−i
(

2πRnenv

λ

)3 m2
QD−m2

env

m2
QD +2m2

env
Sp = S0 cos(π−2θ)

(18)

Now we have the amplitude of the specular reflection coefficients
of our thin film. To obtain the energy coefficients for unpolarized
light, we use the usual formulas:

Rspe =
1
2
(||rs

spe||2 + ||rp
spe||2) and Tspe = 1−Rspe (19)

With an approach similar to the one used to obtain Equation 9,
we start by deriving the bulk absorption of the thin film during a
single propagation of the light through the thin film. To do so, we
use the Beer-Lambert law of attenuation which gives us:

Abulk
tf (λi) = exp

(
−4πkQDl

λi

)
with l =

2Rρ

cos(θt)
(20)

Where l represents the average distance traveled by the light
through the thin film and is proportional to the density of the coat-
ing ρ. θt is the refracted light angle. We can now express the ab-
sorption spectrum of the QD thin film following the same principle
as in Section 4.1.

Atf(λi) =


exp
(
−4πkQDl

λi

)
+βG(λi,λQD,δλ) if λi ≤ λQD

2βG(λi,λQD,δλ) otherwise
(21)

β = exp
(
−4πkQDl

λQD

)
With β representing a coefficient that ensures continuity of the
curve at λQD.

We have established the reflection, transmission and absorption
energy coefficients of the thin film. The thin film is placed on top
of the substrate assuming a sub-nanometer interstitial layer of en-
vironment medium between the two. This interstice is considered
small enough to neglect absorption and to assume that the multi-
scattering events remain localized at the point of intersection. The
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situation is illustrated in Figure 4. We calculate the total reflection
and absorption energy coefficients resulting from the multiscatter-
ing events occurring between the thin film and the substrate.

4.2.3. Total Reflected and Absorbed Energy

Figure 4: Representation of the multiscattering events that occur
between the thin film and the substrate.

To derive the total reflected and absorbed energy from the mul-
tiple scattering between the substrate and the thin film, we will use
an energy approach. This means that we will discard the phase de-
lay introduced by the thin film, thus removing any interference ef-
fect. In practice, this assumption is correct as the thin film is very
thin compared to the light wavelength, thus only introducing a very
small delay. Another important point is that the reflection, trans-
mission and absorption energy coefficients of the thin film derived
earlier apply to the entire thin film, not to the thin film-environment
interface. Also, though not shown in the following equations for the
sake of notation clarity, energy coefficients depend on the wave-
length and on the incident angle. Using the same notations as in the
previous section and denoting R to be the reflection coefficient be-
tween the substrate and the environment medium we can calculate
that the multiple scattering between the thin film and the substrate
yields:

Rtot = Rspe +T 2
spe(1−Atf)

2R+T 2
spe(1−Atf)

2R2Rspe

+T 2
spe(1−Atf)

2R3R2
spe + ...

(22)

Which gives us

Rtot = Rspe +
T 2

spe(1−Atf)
2R

1−RRspe
(23)

Similarly we can calculate the total absorbed energy of the thin
film which gives us:

Atot = TspeAtf +
TspeAtfRTspe(1−Atf)

1−RRspe
(24)

Now that we have calculated the total absorbed energy, we can

derive an expression for the emission spectrum. Proceeding in a
similar manner as in Section 4.1 to ensure energy conservation, we
obtain:

Etot(θ,λo) = γ(θ)L(λo,λQD−Sλ,
δλ

2
) (25)

with

γ(θ) =
Q
I

∫ λmax

λmin

Atot(θ,λi)dλi (26)

We now have all the elements to define our new bispectral Fres-
nel coefficient F(θ,λi,λo) which we express as:

F(θ,λi,λo) = Rtot(θ,λi)+Atot(θ,λi)Etot(θ,λo) (27)

Using this Fresnel function we define a new microfacet BBR-
RDF model in the following way:

BBRRDF(ωi,ωo,λi,λo) =
D(ωh)G(ωi,ωo)F(ωi,λi,λo)

4 < ωi,n >< ωo,n >
(28)

With this we have fully derived our specular fluorescent micro-
facet surfaces reflection model. Next, we demonstrate the influence
of the parameters of the model as well as its validity.

5. Validations

The validity of our model is investigated from three angles. In Sec-
tion 5.1, we present the absorption and emission cross-section spec-
tra obtained for volumetric rendering and show that the evolution of
those spectra with respect to the radius of the QDs and the width of
the emission spectrum behave as expected. We qualitatively com-
pare our model to measurements obtained in physical experiments
and show that they exhibit close resemblance (see Appendix B).
In Section 5.2, we conduct the same study for the QD coating. We
demonstrate how the coating affects the reflection properties of the
underlying substrate. Finally, Section 5.3 focuses on fitting our flu-
orescent microfacet model to the BRDF measurement obtained by
Dupuy and Jakob [DJ18] for white paper. In their measurement,
they assumed a microfacet description of the underlying material
and then performed a measurement of the BRDF. Because white
paper possesses fluorescent properties, their measurement of the
material leads to results that, if used directly in rendering, breaks
energy conservation. We show that using our model, we are able to
fit the measurement obtained by Dupuy and Jakob [DJ18] and thus
use it in rendering without creating excessive energy.

5.1. Volume Cross Section

We present the influence of the radius R of the Quantum Dot and
the standard deviation of the emission spectra δλ on the absorption
and emission cross section spectrum in Figure 5 and Figure 6.

Our model generated the spectra illustrated Figure 5. They show
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that as the size of the QD increases, the value of λQD and the emis-
sion spectrum shifts toward the longer wavelength which matches
the actual QD behavior. The observed superposed portions in the
absorption spectra is a consequence of the assumption made in our
model that the permittivity of a QD is independent of its size. We
see that our model conserves the main elements of the QD behav-
ior: (i) High absorption in UV; (ii) A cut-off wavelength which in-
creases with the radius of the QD; (iii) A Gaussian profile around
the cut-off wavelength; (iv) A Gaussian emission spectrum cen-
tered on a wavelength which increases with the radius R of the
QD.

We qualitatively compare the absorption and emission spectrum
obtained here to measured ones in [GBS∗16, CVR∗19, SN04] in
Figure 18, Figure 19 and Figure 20 respectively.

Figure 5: Effect of the QD radius R on the absorption and emis-
sion cross section spectra. Normalized absorption (left) and emis-
sion (right) cross section spectra forR varying from 1.5 nm (blue)
to 4.5 nm (purple) with a constant δλ = 15nm.

Figure 6: Effect of manipulating the standard deviation of the
emission spectrum δλ on the absorption and emission cross sec-
tion spectra. Evolution of the absorption and emission cross section
spectra for different δλ = {10, 15, 20, 25, 30} nm with a constant
QD radiusR= 1.8 nm.

Figure 6 shows that as the emission standard deviation increases,
the Stokes shift increases as well. The maximum of the emission
spectrum decreases as anticipated to insure energy conservation.

5.2. Fluorescent Specular Microfacet

We illustrate how the QD coating modifies the Reflection coeffi-
cient of the underlying substrate. The evolution of the absorption
and emission spectra with the radius R of the QDs is the same as

for the volume cross section presented in Figure 5. In Figure 7, we
show the absorption and emission spectra as well as the re-radiation
matrix which is obtained by multiplying the absorption with the
emission for all input/output wavelength configurations.

Figure 7: Absorption and Emission spectra for the QD coating
and re-radiation matrix representation obtained from those spec-
tra. Left: Total absorption and emission spectra Atot and Etot of
the thin film coating. QD parameters: R = 2.2 nm, δλ = 15 nm,
ρ = 0.5, Q = 0.8. Right: Re-radiation matrix representation ob-
tained by multiplying Atot to Etot for each input-output wave-
lengths.

The QDs introduce absorption which we present in Figure 8. In
this figure we show the absorption due to a single interaction with
the thin film (At f ) and the one due to the multiple scattering be-
tween the substrate and the thin film (Atot ).

Figure 8: Effect of QD coating on absorption and reflection. Left:
Absorption spectra for a single interaction At f (orange) and mul-
tiple interactionsAtot (blue) between the incident light and the thin
film. Right: Material reflection without thin film coating R (orange)
and with thin film coating Rtot (blue). QD parameters:R= 2.2 nm,
δλ = 15 nm, ρ = 0.5, Q = 0.8.

We also compare in Figure 8, R, the Fresnel reflection coefficient
of the substrate with Rtot , the modified reflection including the ef-
fect of the thin film. Here R was set constant and all the differences
between R and Rtot are due to the QD coating. We can see that
the absorption introduced by the thin film causes a decrease in the
reflection coefficient of the original substrate.

In Figure 9, we present the emission spectrum Etot together
with Rtot . This Figure is similar to the measured spectra shown by
Rossier [Ros13]. In the next section, we fit this curve to the BRDF
measurement of white paper presented by Dupuy and Jakob [DJ18].

5.3. Modeling White Paper

In this final step of the validation work, we want to show that our
model can be used to represent real measurement of fluorescent ma-
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Figure 9: Representation of the substrate reflection spectrum R
(blue), the modified reflection spectrum Rtot (orange) and the mod-
ified reflection plus the emission spectrum Rtot + Etot (green). QD
parameters R = 2.2 nm, δλ = 15 nm, ρ = 0.5, Q = 0.8. The mod-
ified reflection with emission spectrum in green is very similar to
what is obtained when measuring the reflection of fluorescent ma-
terials [Ros13].

terials. In the database provided [DJ18], one of the measured mate-
rials is white paper which possesses strong fluorescent properties.
Indeed, to appear whiter, standard non-fluorescent paper is coated
with Optical Brightening Agents. Those agents are fluorescent dyes
which absorb UV light and re-emits in the blue range of the visi-
ble spectrum. Although those dye molecules are not precisely QD
nanocrystals, our model, approximating QDs to a thin film, can still
represent their behavior. Since the measurements assume a micro-
facet representation of the measured surface, our model is a perfect
fit to properly render white paper while properly accounting for the
fluorescence. In this section, we illustrate the fitting of the measure-
ments in Figure 10. Rendering results are demonstrated in the next
section.

Figure 10: Fitting our specular fluorescent reflection coefficient to
white fluorescent paper reflection measurements. We fit our model
(right) to the measured reflection of fluorescent white paper (left)
for different reflection directions (the incident light direction is con-
stant). To obtain a better fit, we had to enlarge the emission spec-
trum as the QDs have a very narrow spectrum compared to other
fluorescent materials. We thus multiply δλ by 2 in Equation 4 and
5.

In their work, Dupuy and Jakob. provide reflection measure-
ments for multiple incident and reflection angles. To reproduce
them with our model, we try to find the values of Q, δλ, R and
ρ that provide the best fit. Since paper can not be described by an
index of refraction, we set the value of R to the average value of
the reflection measurement over the range 650 to 780 nanometers
where there is no re-emission. We found that Q = 0.22, δλ = 12 nm
andR= 1.68 nm fit the measurements well.

6. Results

We present here our rendering results. We illustrate both the vol-
umetric rendering and the specular fluorescent rendering. We will
show the influence of different parameters on the final appearance,
like the roughness of the microfacet distribution, the density of QD
coating, the Quantum Yield and the QD radius. But we first start by
describing our implementation.

Figure 11: Fluorescent volume rendering of solutions of CdSe QD
in chloroform illuminated with a UV light with constant intensity
over the 300nm to 380 nm range and an environment visible light.
QDs of varying radii are shown. Top left: R = 1.5 nm, top right
R= 1.75 nm, bottom leftR= 2.7 nm, bottom rightR= 3 nm. The
other parameters are constant and set to: Q = 0.8, δλ = 15 nm and
an isotropic phase function is used. The concentrations are scaled
to obtain similar fluorescent intensity for all solutions.

6.1. Implementation

Our model is implemented using the ART renderer [ART18] and
Mitsuba renderer [Jak10]. For sampling the wavelength shift, we
sample the emission spectrum analytically and the absorption spec-
trum numerically. We considered the probability of shifting wave-
length to be equal to the value of the absorption spectrum. The ab-
sorption spectrum is precomputed for each incident angle and each
wavelength. We also specify as an input the integration range over
which we integrate the absorption spectrum to normalize the emis-
sion spectrum to ensure energy conservation i.e. λmin and λmax in
Equations 11 and 26.

6.2. Fluorescent Volume Rendering

We start by illustrating the fluorescent volume rendering capabili-
ties of our model in Figure 11 and Figure 12. We render CdSe based
QDs dispersed in a chloroform solution. The CdSe QDs can be ex-
cited over a broad range of wavelengths and emit with a narrow
peak, yielding emission that spans over the entire visible spectrum.
Here we render CdSe QDs of different radii under two illumina-
tion settings. Figure 11 shows CdSe QDs solutions illuminated by
a constant UV light (300 to 380 nm) and an environment map cov-
ering the entire visible spectrum while Figure 12 shows the same
setting without the environment map. We observe that the color of
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the solution shifts towards a longer wavelength as the radius in-
creases, confirming again the size-dependent spectral properties of
the QDs.

Figure 12: Same solutions as in Figure 11 but illuminated only
with a constant UV light. The color results from the emission of the
QDs only.

6.3. Specular Fluorescent Microfacet Rendering: Application
to White Paper

We now demonstrate the specular fluorescent microfacet BBRRDF
results. In addition to the validation data presented in Section 5.3,
we illustrate how our model can be used to simulate the appearance
of white paper. Paper is a complex material to represent [Far09].
Here, we model it as a rough dielectric surface using a microfacet
BRDF. Presented in Figure 13 are the renderings of two sheets of
paper, one with a constant reflection coefficient over the visible
spectrum (on the left) and another using the same description but
adding a QD coating using our model. We render the scene using
two different lighting conditions, a constant light over the visible
spectrum and a constant UV light. We can see that the paper coated
with the QDs appears whiter than the uncoated one. Simulating the
actual paper coated with Optical Brightening Agents, the paper ab-
sorbs the UV light and emits at low visible wavelengths as rendered
in Figure 13.

6.4. Specular Fluorescent Microfacet BBRRDF Rendering

We illustrate here how the different built-in parameters allow a re-
fined control over the final appearance. Figure 14 illustrates the ef-
fect of modifying the radius R of the QDs and the standard devi-
ation δλ. As detailed in previous sections, both parameters control
the Stokes shift value, thus the central wavelength of the emission
spectrum and consequently, the rendered color. But modifying R
modifies the center of the absorption while modifying δλ leaves it
unchanged thus explaining the differences in appearances.

Figure 15 illustrates the effect of modifying the density ρ of the
QD coatings for two materials having very different roughness and
QD coatings. The ball placed the farthest on the left is the material
without any coating (ρ = 0). As we move to the right, the density

Figure 13: Applying our specular fluorescent microfacet BBRRDF
to white paper rendering. Each image above shows three white pa-
per sheets rendered side by side. On the left, using a microfacet
model without Brightening Agents. In the middle the same config-
uration with Brightening Agents modeled by QDs. On the right,
using a diffuse representation [JHMD18] with Brightening Agents
modeled using the same emission and absorption spectra and Q= 1
and c = 1. Scene is rendered under two illumination conditions.
Left image: constant visible spectrum and UV light. Right image:
constant UV light.

Figure 14: Top: Our model with different QDs radii R = {1.5,
1.75, 2, 2.7, 3.3, 5} nm with δλ = 15 nm Q = 0.8 ρ = 0.5. Bottom:
Our model with different standard deviation δλ = {15, 16.5, 18, 21,
24, 27} nm with R = 1.5 nm Q = 0.8 ρ = 0.5. Emission is scaled
for all QDs to appear having the same brightness.

of the coating increases, thus the absorbed and emitted energy also
increases.

Figure 16 illustrates the effect of modifying the Quantum Yield
Q of the QDs for two materials having very different roughness but
the same QD coating. The ball placed the farthest on the left has
a coating but the Quantum Yield is set to 0, so there is no emis-
sion, just absorption. As we move to the right, the Quantum Yield
increases, thus the emitted energy increases.

Figure 17 illustrates the effect of modifying the roughness of the
material for a constant QD coating. The ball placed the furthest on
the left has a very low roughness and as we move to the right, the
roughness increases.

7. Limitations and Future Work

We have demonstrated how our QD rendering model can be used
to render fluorescent volumes and specular fluorescent microfacet
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Figure 15: Our model with different QD coatings density ρ {0,
0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1} for two different surface roughness and QD
coatings (top: high roughness with R = 1.5 nm δλ = 15 nm Q =
0.8) (bottom : low roughness with R = 2.7 nm δλ = 15 nm Q =
0.8).

Figure 16: Our model with different QD Quantum Yield Q = {0,
0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1} for two different surface roughness but with the
same QD coating (top: high roughness), (bottom : low roughness)
withR= 3.3 nm δλ = 15 nm ρ = 0.5.

modeled surfaces. One limit of our model is to consider the QD’s
permittivity independent of the radius. Removing this limitation
would improve the accuracy of our model. Another limit of our
model is to only consider the emission in the reflection direction
and not the part that is retro reflected. This part accounts for around
15% of the re-emitted energy. We believe our work can be ex-
tended in multiple ways. A possible extension would be to de-
velop a parametrization of our model that would be more suitable
for artistic editing. Another research direction would be to perform
spectral integration to render fluorescence in RGB along the lines
of the work of Belcour and Barla [BB17] This would be a great
step toward integrating fluorescence into real-time rendering. An-
other interesting direction of exploration would be to derive flu-
orescent coefficients for specular transparent fluorescent objects.
Finally, another extension would be to alleviate the specular flu-
orescence assumption and consider a diffuse fluorescent emission
based on a microfacet surface distribution. Although the majority
of our derivation would remain valid, this would lead to defining a
BBRRDF based on an Oren–Nayar model.

Figure 17: Our model for surfaces of different roughness {0.05,
0.1, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1} with identical QD coatingsR= 1.75 nm δλ =
15 nm ρ = 0.5, Q = 0.8.

8. Conclusion

In this paper we have presented an analytical, physically based ren-
dering framework for Quantum Dots (QDs) nanoparticles that al-
lowed us to render fluorescent volumes and QD coated material sur-
faces. Our approach involves simulating the behavior of a surface
coated with QDs to derive a new Bispectral Bidirectional Reflection
and Reradiation Distribution Function (BBRRDF) for microfacet
models. Our results show that our model can represent fluorescent
materials and we have demonstrated its effectiveness in rendering
both fluorescent volumes and specular fluorescent microfacet sur-
faces. Our model is versatile and allows for the adjustment of the
physical parameters to achieve a wide range of fluorescent colors
and appearances.
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Appendix A: Mathematical Expressions

We give here the mathematical expressions of the functions used in
this paper.

G(λ,λm,δ) = exp

(
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Appendix B: Comparison with Measurements

Figure 18: Comparison between our absorption spectrum and
the measured one presented in Figure 2 of Grigioni et al. work
[GBS∗16]. We can see that our position of the cut-off wavelength
is in good agreement with the measurement, as well as the relative
evolution of the Gaussian peak.

Figure 19: Comparison between our absorption spectrum and
the measured one presented in Figure 3 of Chizhov et al. work
[CVR∗19]. We can see that our position of the cut-off wavelength
matches very well with the measurement. The last curve of the mea-
surement represents a QD made of two different molecules which
we do not model in our work.

Figure 20: Comparison between our Emission spectrum and the
measured one presented in Figure 1 of Smith and Nie’s work
[SN04]. We reproduce the curves in blue, green, yellow, light red
and dark red as they were the only ones provided with a value of
the QD radius. We can see that the center and the width of the mod-
eled emission spectrum match the measurements very well.

We qualitatively compare the absorption and emission spec-
tra derived from our model to the measured data presented in
[GBS∗16, CVR∗19, SN04]. It is important to notice that it is the
general shape and position of the absorption peak around the cut-
off wavelength that is key to compare. The exact value of the ab-
sorption depends on the concentration of the solution. We see that
our model conserves the main elements of the QD behavior: (i)
High absorption in UV; (ii) A cut-off wavelength which increases
with the radius of the QD; (iii) A Gaussian profile around the cut-
off wavelength; (iv) A Gaussian emission spectrum centered on a
wavelength which increases with the radiusR of the QD.

We can see that overall, the shape of the spectrum and the posi-
tion of the cut-off wavelength obtained with our model is in very
good agreement with the absorbance curves obtained from physi-
cal measurements. The principal discrepancies appear in the shorter
wavelength range of the absorption spectrum. Indeed, as stated ear-
lier, our model assumes that the permittivity of the QD is indepen-
dent of its size, which explains that the portions of the absorption
curves at low wavelengths are superposed, regardless of the QD
radius.
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